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Jihad is a third-year student who specializes in graphic de-
sign. He is from a remote village near Salfit.

Love in Palestine

by  Jihad Naief Abd Elhaq
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“Hey Sara,
how are
you doing?
I miss
you.”

Fine and
you?

      Hey Sara,
how are you?

This rose
is for you
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Ali and Sara graduated,
and then Ali went to
look for a job.

He worked
for awhile

Dad, Mom,
I want 

to marry
Sara!

Ali
completed

building
his

house
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         Sara, I want
       to see you
        for some-
    thing im-
   portant

                    Ok, I'll see
                you at the
            restaurant
        where we
   used to meet

I promise !!
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Get out of
here

Dad, please be nice
to Ali. He took 
good care
of me

My daughter is precious. Take care of her

Hurry up!
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Ali was going
to buy his
suit when

the Israelis
invaded the

city

I'm a civilian

Love in Palestine is
separated by  a bullet
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Abdurrahman is a third-year student at An-Najah National 
University in the Department of Graphic Design. He is keen 
to continue honing his graphic design skills, and hopes to 
specialize in a specific medium.

The Broken Dream

by  Abdurrahman Najar
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Nablus City

Jihad is
a Palestinian
from Nablus 
who studies at
An-Najah National
University. He studies and
works to pursue his dream of
graduating and continuing his studies
abroad. 
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Jihad graduated, but then
one day the Israelis 

surrounded his 
house, broke in and 

arrested him.  
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 After blinding his eyes and
      strapping his hands, the
            soldiers put him in the
                  jeep. His mother and
                        father were sad
                              and cried hard.
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An Israeli Interrogation facility
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Interrogation
Room

Confess Jihad, or else… I haven't done anything to you.

                               After tortu-
                          ring and interr-
                     ogating him, the
                  investigator couldn’t
            find any evidence that
         he was guilty.

No… no… no… nothing  Confess... NOW
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The court has decided that
the accused is free to go

As a result, his parents felt very
happy. Jihad decided to go
abroad, but he was banned because
of his previous arrest. This is
            the case of most
                   Palestinian young
                        men.
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Maimona is a graphic design student from Tulkaram who 
studies at An-Najah National University. This story depicts 
real moments in her life that happened near her home in 
Tulkaram.

Determination

by  Maimona Rashid Bawaqna
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Knowledge is power

Ha ha four-eyes!  What
happened?

Don't worry dear--
they're just jealous of you.
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Why
are
you

crying,
Mom?

I'm
fine 

No
reason.

I'm
happy
that
you're
fine.  
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Ooh, I'm still
young

       Why is
   everybody
  looking at
me like
that?                    May-

                 be
             because
          you’re
        kind of
      bald
   haha
hahaha

After
two years
in the hospital
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Islam is a junior at An-Najah University in the Department 
of Graphic Design. His story was influenced by the true 
events of one of his relatives.

One Day at School

by  Islam Al-Aghbar
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Nablus City

What a nightmare!!!

Good morning, dear.
Are you okay? I don't want to go

to school today

Relax Zaid!! There is
nothing to be afraid of

Who is it? 
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Yes Mom, you're
absolutely right

Give me a hug I love you my son. Come on--
prepare yourself for school

Salah, how are you?

Okay. Goodbye, Mother. 
See you later.

Hi Zaid Let’s walk together
to school
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Get lost or you’ll end up like
your friend.

Nooo

Nooo
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Take care of yourself You too--thanks

School
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Mark the target and
launch the missile

The End
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Lama is a twenty-year-old student of graphic design at An-
Najah National University.  With her artwork, she hopes to 
remind us about and have us share in the feelings of Pales-
tinian children who grow up under occupation.

A Challenge

by  Lama Marwan Haddad
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Mom, I'm
going

out to
play.

Hey girls,

who wants

          
    to play??
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Do you
hear

that?

Oh, look
up

there!!

I'm not
sure. Let’s

see?
Wow, it

looks like
your plane.

Yeah.
What

is that
noise?

Sara! Get inside

Ok guys, I have
to go now.

See ya later

It's dangerous.
I want you to
be careful and
stay in the
house.

Meanwhile,
Nablus was

invaded by the
Israeli Army.

They entered
every house
in the area. 
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Nothing

I’m not
lying

!!

What is
that? 

What are
you up to?

Noo
  don’t

 I don't
believe you.

Show me
now

What
did you hide

there?
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 No! My toy! 

Don't worry dear,
everything will be alright.

LET’S
GO    There is

nothing here

Time passed

 The Israeli army left the house
after ransacking it.

After that, Sara was sad
and kept thinking of a way

to fix her favorite toy. 
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 The next morning 

 Good
morning,

Mom

Perfect!!

What was that?

bomb
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Mom, look!

In your face

Good job!
I'm so
proud

of you.  
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Aws, from Jenin, is a student in the Faculty of Fine Arts. 
His story is about the permanent circumstances that weigh 
heavily on the minds of the Palestinian citizens, as well as 
those in Syria and Lebanon.

What the Aggression
Left Behind

by  Aws Mohammad Rahhal
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Ali

Who is it?

What do
you want?
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Let's go to
the mosque

Okay.
Let’s go
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Let's see why these kids
aren’t going to the

mosque

Forget about them.
Maybe they haven't

heard the prayer
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What’s that?

Interesting! 

BOOOOOFFFF

Oh Noooo Help! I can’t breathe
Cough!

Cough!

Cough!
Cough!

Cough!
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Children, did you
hear something?

It was an
explosion!
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Gaza
Hospital

Breaking news

A group of children was injured by a cluster 
bomb that was left behind by the Israeli Blockade 
in Gaza

reaking news  .  Breaking news  .  Breaking news  .  Breaking news  .  Breakin
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Samah is a sophomore in the Department of Graphic Design 
at An-Najah National University, and is from Nablus. The 
story tells the story of real events from her own personal 
experience.

One day

by  Samah Rafat Humeedan
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There are soldiers
in the eastern
area of Nablus

Mom, Dad! There 
are soldiers
in our area

Sweetheart,
you cannot go

to school. It
is dangerous

What about
my exam?

All my studying was
for nothing!

Good morning--
are there any
soldiers out? Is

there any danger
in going

to school?
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You can go, but you
should keep yourself

safe and come
back quickly

Okay, Dad. I'll change
my clothes and
call my friend

Good morning--
are you ready

to go to school?

Yes I'll be
waiting for
you at the
front door

Have you heard
that there are
soldiers in the

        area?

No,
I haven't.

Is it
true?
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Alquds street

What's
that?
Look!

We will
take

the detour

Al-Dahya
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I want to get to
school early

for the exam

What should
I do? How am
I going to go
to school?

Yes, I will arrive
before the exam.

Thank God

Thank God.
I found
a way!
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It's a long story.
I'll give you the
details on our

way back home

 Thank God you're safe.
Where did you go?

I thought something
happened to you.

How did you make it?
Tell me
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